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ASTRI is a government subvention organization, focusing on R&D on information and
communication technologies (ICT), with a mission to perform high quality R&D and transfer
technologies to the industries. Annual funding is around HKD 400 million, about 20% is from
industry

R&D Capability 

• About 590 staff, over 510 R&D

personnel (> 85%) (26% PhD, 52%

MS, 21% BS)

Patent Portfolio

• 1,000+/700+ filed/granted under

24 IPC. Tech transfer 600+ since

2009. IP pooling with HKPC,

PolyU and BU on ICT

27% Doctor
52% Master

20% Bachelor

ASTRI At a Glance

Strategy

Regional needs by local industry.

Alignment with National policy of 13-FYP.

Collaboration Platforms

• Consortiums

• Joint labs & R&D centers

• Industry and universities Talent 

training

5 initiatives + 1 national 

engineering research center

1. FinTech

2. Next Generation Network 

3. Intelligent Manufacturing

4. Health Tech

+ National Engineering Research Center for 

Application Specific Integrated Circuit System

Smart City
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Background
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Lack of WATER, Meanwhile Lack of AWARENESS 

Water Shortage
Huge parts of the world population suffers from lack of safe 
drinking water. Millions of lives can be saved or improved 
with something as basic as safe, clean water.

Low Awareness
Living in the comfortable cities, people 
squander money and waste water.  Often, 
we don’t cherish every drop of water 
while washing, gardening and even 
playing. There are even instances of water 
pilferage or bill evasion while some people 
abuse their ineffective water meters. 
Weak distribution system also leads to a 
lot of waste.

However

Image reference: http://phlessons.com/HC202/wp-
content/uploads/2013/10/kenya_boy_cameraview_in_water_2.jpg
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Challenge
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Taking Action

Saving every drop of water is 
saving money.

There should be some 
measures to effectively solve 
challenges like prevention of 
water leakage and wastage.

ASTRI’s Smart Water IoT 
System brings a revolutionary 
solution to this problem.

Saving Water, Saving Money and Saving Lives
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Solution
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Smart Water IoT System Overview
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Wireless Remote Control Valve

Smart

• Infrared Data Association to achieve wireless 
connectivity and synchronisation with smart 
water meter

• Remote pre-pay framework

• Online control to open/close valves

Solid

• Ten-year battery life

• Longevity while working under deep water 

Smart Water IoT System

Use
In conjunction with the  water meter, the smart  

valve controls the water flow by opening or 

closing the distribution.
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Ultrasonic Water Meter

Use

Two sensors record the difference in water flow at 

different points of time, to calculate the water volume

Accurate

• ‘Single drop’ accurate detection (accuracy 0.002  

m³/hour ) and ability to control water leakage

• Large measuring range and sensitive to minor changes

Solid

• Works for a long time under 30m water

• Works even being struck by a 500g steel ball falling 

from 1m height

• Tolerance to high voltage (220v) and high temperature 

(up to 100℃) 

Smart

• 24h wireless data upload

• Infrared control for the valve

• Automatic monitoring and control of water flow, 

pressure, and leakage to predict and fix water supply 

problems    

Smart Water IoT System
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Data CentralizerSmart Water IoT System

Use
Using the standard protocol to 
collect data and communicate with 
the server through Wireless LoRa
System (or MBus etc.)

Solid

• Tolerance to large range of 

temperatures (-25℃ -65℃) and wet 

environment which means it could work 

worldwide

• Lower cost with 100 CNY(about 15 USD) 

each, compared with similar 

ones(average 800 CNY)

Smart

• Wireless LoRa system communication 

to send data and messages

• Embedded Linux system inside 

• Lower power consumption, five-year 

battery life ensures long, uninterrupted 

performance

• Patented communication interface
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Smart Water IoT System Hardware Software Communication

Making Data Alive

Data collectors gather water-meter 
data of the entire buildings, however, 
it has limited capacity. It needs to send 
data through wireless network to the 
central database for storage and use of 
data 

The centralizers read the data and 
translate machine language to 
programmer friendly words, and then 
send the information to the server.

With this robust design, the centralizer 
can react with agility, and get the 
information from smart valve to 
achieve real-time data report for 
optimised water supply management. 
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Smart Water IoT System
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Centralize
r

Smart Valve

Ultrasonic Water Mete
r

Data analysis

System Web
Centralizers collect water meter value, water pressure and other 
data, send them to back-end server and store in the database. 
After being analyzed by the programme, the front-end website 
can show users’ water consumption patterns as charts, tables 
and forms. The data not only facilitates the payment system by 
automatically recording the water value but also helps to analyze 
consumption behaviour and leakage problem to reduce waste.
When there is any abnormal data, the web interface can alert 
users and administrator by directly sending emails or messages.
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Smart Water IoT System Facing Users

Website

The software system consists of 
a back-end database, API 
system and front-end web 
interface.
The website is direct interface 
to the users and it states all the 
information in a well-designed 
and structured manner.
The data can be illustrated as 
charts, forms, symbols and 
words. 

Mobile App 
Data Check & Billing Pay

For household users, they can 
download the smart water 
system app to check their daily 
water consumption and pay the 
water bills online .
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Mainland China 
Use Case

Smart Valve with  
Ultrasonic Water Meter

centralizer

Smart Water IoT System Practice makes Perfects

System Usage 

Cooperating with partners 
to implement the whole 
system in four provinces 
including Hunan, Hubei 
Jiangxi and Guangxi.
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Smart Water IoT System Front End Data Illustrate
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Hong Kong Use Case ASTRI with Hong Kong SARG’s Water 
Supplies Department
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Challenges

HK WSD owns many main water 
treatment workstations. Water from 
each workstation are fed into several 
service reservoirs and pumping 
stations. 

Ideally, the amount of water that 
flows into each workstation should be 
equal to the total amount of water 
flows out from that workstation. 
However, the discrepancy may exist 
due to various reasons. WSD needs to 
explore the data more to analyze the 
problem.

15

Pattern Found
A detailed analysis suggests that some factors may be causing the water leakage only 
during  the summer season. In winter, the weekly discrepancy is indeed lower. 

Application
Smart water IoT system helps Hong Kong WSD to monitor and control the water supply 
situation in real time.  

Smart Water IoT System
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Smart Water IoT System

Part of China national thirteenth “five-year” 
plan on efficient utilization of water 
resources
- China’s 13th Five-Year-Plan project on 

‘City Water Leakage Prevention’ with 
‘Monitoring and Control of Leakage in 
Urban Water Supply’ (Item Number: 
2016YFC0400600) and ‘Long Distance 
Water Transfer Project Construction and 
Safe Operation’ (Item Number: 
2016YFC0401800) 

Contributions and Awards
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Europe MID

China

India BIS

India Export 
Certification

Bureau of 
Indian Standards

Measuring Instru
ments Directive

Australia NMIA

certification of 
conformity

China Measurement 
Certification -MC

China Measurement 
Certification -PA

National and International 
Certification

Smart  Water IoT System
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National and 

International Credential
s

✓5 invention patents

✓18 utility patents

✓1 design patents

Related PatentsSmart Water IoT System
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Disclaimer

The information contained in this presentation is intended solely for your reference and may be subject to change
without further notice.

Such information's truthfulness, accuracy or completeness is not guaranteed and it may not contain all the material
information concerning Hong Kong Applied Science and Technology Research Institute Company Limited and/or its
affiliates (collectively, "ASTRI"). ASTRI makes no representation or warranty regarding, and assumes no responsibility or
liability for, the truthfulness, accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein.

In addition, the information may contain projections and forward-looking statements that may reflect ASTRI’s current
views with respect to future events and financial performance. These views are based on current assumptions which
may change over time. ASTRI makes no assurance that such future events will occur, that such projections will be
achieved, or that ASTRI’s assumptions are correct.

Lastly, this presentation does not constitute an offer made by ASTRI whatsoever (including an offer relating to ASTRI's
technologies and/or services).
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